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Abstract—Due to the limited computing resource and battery capability at the mobile devices, the computation-intensive tasks

generated by mobile devices can be offloaded to edge servers or cloud for processing. In this paper, we study the multi-user task

offloading problem in an end-edge-cloud system, in which all user devices compete for the limited communication and computing

resources. Particularly, we first formulate the offloading problem with the goal of maximizing the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the

users subject to resource constraints. Since each user focuses on maximizing its own QoE, we reformulate the problem as a Multi-User

Task Offloading Game (MUTO-Game). We then identify an important property that for any device, both the communication interference

and the degree of computing resource competition can be upper bounded. Based on the property, we further theoretically prove that

there exists at least one Nash Equilibrium offloading strategy in the MUTO-Game. We propose the Game-based Decentralized Task

Offloading (GDTO) approach to obtain the Nash Equilibrium offloading strategy. Finally, we analyze the upper bound for the

convergence time and characterize the performance guarantee of the obtained offloading strategy for the worst case. A series of

experimental results are presented, in comparison with both the centralized optimal approach and the approximate approaches.

Index Terms—Task offloading, end-edge-cloud, quality of experience (QoE), game model

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the rapid development of mobile computing techni-
ques, more and more computation-intensive tasks are

generated by applications or services running onmobile devi-
ces, such as AR, VR [1], etc. However, the computing resour-
ces and the battery capacity of mobile devices are generally
limited [2]. A feasible solution is to offload the tasks to remote

cloud with sufficient computing resources. However, offload-
ing to cloud suffers from several limitations. In particular,
since the cloud is usually located far away from mobile devi-
ces, offloading to the cloud would result in high delay [3] and
degrade users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). Moreover, trans-
mitting all the tasks to the cloudwould put a heavy burden on
the core networks. To solve the above issues, one promising
solution is to take advantage of the recently proposed Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC) [4], [5], [6], [7] framework. Based on
theMEC framework, the edge serverswith computing resour-
ces are placed at the network access points (typically in base
stations) close tomobile devices. In this way, the service delay
for mobile devices can be reduced and users’ QoE can be
improved. The burden of transmitting tasks frommobile devi-
ces on the core networks can also be relieved [8].

Although the edge servers are equipped with some com-
puting resources, the computing capacities are still limited
compared with the central cloud [7], [9]. With the rapid
increase in the number of mobile applications and mobile
devices, the edge servers cannot efficiently process all the
offloaded tasks from mobile devices. Therefore, edge serv-
ers are typically backed-up by a remote cloud. When the
edge servers become heavily loaded by the computation
workloads from the mobile devices, part of the tasks can be
further offloaded to the cloud [10], [11], [12]. Thus, the task
offloading in an end-edge-cloud system has attracted more
and more attention from both industry and academia.

However, solving the task offloading problem in the end-
edge-cloud system faces several challenges. First, the transmis-
sion resources and the computing resources on edge servers
are limited [9]. All the user devices in the system have to
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compete for the limited transmission and computing resources
[13], and each user device aims at maximizing its own benefit.
Therefore, how to achieve a balanced offloading strategy
among all the users while maximizing the total benefit of the
whole system is a challenging problem.Moreover, the growing
solution space size (due to the growing number of the mobile
devices and the available channels) also dramatically increases
the computational complexity in finding the optimal offloading
strategy. There are some heuristic approaches with relatively
low complexity that can provide offloading strategies approxi-
mated to the globally optimal one. Nevertheless, it is techni-
cally difficult to provide a guaranteed performance gap
between the approximated one and the globally optimal one.

In this paper, we study the multi-user task offloading
problem in the end-edge-cloud system. Our goal is to maxi-
mize the QoE of the users subject to the resource constraints.
We formulate the problem as a Multi-User Task Offloading
Game (MUTO-Game) model, and theoretically prove that
there exists at least one Nash Equilibrium offloading solu-
tion. Then, we propose a Game-based Decentralized Task
Offloading (GDTO) algorithm to solve the game model and
reach one of the feasible equilibrium offloading strategies.
Theoretical analysis for the convergence time and perfor-
mance guarantee of the worst case are given. The main con-
tributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

� We study themulti-user task offloading problem in an
end-edge-cloud system, where the edge servers are
located in base stations and are also connected with a
central cloud. Tasks of users can be processed locally
on the user devices, or offloaded to be processed on
the edge servers through wireless channels, or off-
loaded to the cloud. Our goal is to maximize all the
users’ QoE. The offloading constraints include both
communication resource constraints and computing
resource constraints. The offloading decisions include
both the task offloading decisions (i.e., the local proc-
essing, the edge/cloud processing) and the channel
resource allocation for offloading transmissions.

� Considering that all users are self-interested and aim
at optimizing their respectively own QoE, we refor-
mulate the multi-user task offloading problem as a
MUTO-Game model. Each game player is the user in
the system with the objective of maximizing its own
QoE. The solution to the MUTO-Game is defined as
its Nash Equilibrium solution. Then, we theoretically
demonstrate that for any user in the system, both its
communication interference and degree of comput-
ing resource competition can be upper bounded (i.e.,
Lemma 1). Next, we prove, by demonstrating six
possible cases, that the MUTO-Game is a potential
game and give the corresponding potential function
(i.e., the results in Theorem 1), based on which we
can establish that our MUTO-Game has at least one
feasible Nash Equilibrium strategy.

� We propose the Game-based Decentralized Task Off-
loading (GDTO) algorithm to obtain the Nash Equilib-
rium offloading strategy for the end-edge-cloud
system. Each user individually makes its own offload-
ing decision, and the GDTO algorithm can be imple-
mented in a distributed way. To theoretically analyze

the performance of the GDTO algorithm, we give the
upper bound of the number of iterations to obtain an
Nash Equilibrium offloading strategy (i.e., Theorem
2). Furthermore, we define the Price of Anarchy (PoA),
i.e., the ratio of the QoE obtained by the worst Nash
Equilibrium offloading strategy and the QoE of the
centralized optimal offloading strategy. We then give
the lower bound of the PoA (i.e., Theorem 3).

� We carry out extensive experiments to evaluate our
GDTO algorithm. The experiment results show that
when the offloading solution space size increases
exponentially, the increasing speed of the number of
iterations for GDTO to reach an Nash Equilibrium
solution is less than linear speed. We also carry out
two groups of experiments with different solution
space scales to evaluate GDTO. The small scale
experiment with the optimal strategy shows that the
QoE of our GDTO algorithm is close to that of the
centralized optimal solution. The large scale experi-
ment with four approximate algorithms validate the
superiority of our GDTO algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the system model and formulates the multi-
user task offloading problem. Section 3 reformulates the off-
loading problem as the MUTO-Game model, and gives the
theoretical analysis for the property of the MUTO-Game.
Section 4 proposes the decentralized GDTO algorithm, and
provides the theoretical analysis for GDTO’s performance.
Section 4 provides the experimental evaluation. Section 6
presents the related works and Section 7 gives the conclu-
sion of this paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 System Model

Fig. 1 depicts the system scenario. There are n User Devices
(UDs) represented by U ¼ fu1; u2; . . . ; ung and m base sta-
tions represented by S ¼ fs1; s2; . . . ; smg. Each UD ui has a
computing task (Bi;Xi; di) to process. Here, Bi represents the
task’s size (in bits), Xi represents the number of CPU cycles
required to complete the task. di 2 S stands for the base sta-
tion that the UD ui connects to. Each base station (BS) is
equipped with an edge server to provide computing services
for the UDs. In this following, we treat the BS di and the edge

Fig. 1. An example of the system scenario.
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server di interchangeable. For each BS sj, there are cj wireless
channels. Table 1 lists the main notations of this paper. UDs
can offload tasks to the edge servers for processing. Referring
to existing works [10], [12], [14], [15], we consider the scenario
that the UDs are pre-assigned to the BS. We also integrate the
collaborative edge-cloud computing framework, and when
the UDs assigned BS is overloaded, users’ tasks can be further
offloaded to the central cloud for processing. In this way, the
UDs transmit their tasks to the cloud through the BSs. If the
channel resources are not enough or exhausted, the UDs will
have to execute their tasks locally on the devices. To be more
specific, we give the detailed definition of offloading decision
for eachUD inDefinition 1.

Definition 1. (Offloading Decision ai) Let ai 2 fð0; 0Þ S
ð�i; kiÞg represent the offloading decision ofUD ui, i.e., to execute
the task locally, or offload the task to the edge serve or the cloud
through which wireless channel. Specifically, ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ repre-
sents that the task is executed locally. �i ¼ 1 represents that the
task is offloaded to be executed in the edge server di, and �i ¼ 2
represents that the task is offloaded to the cloud. ki 2 f1; . . . ; cdig
represents the selected wireless channel of the BS di for sending
the task.

Then, the collective offloading strategy of all the UDs can
be defined by Definition 2.

Definition 2. (Offloading Strategy a of all the UDs) An offload-
ing strategy for all the UDs is the collection denoted by
a ¼ ða1; . . . ; anÞ.

2.2 Communication Model

In this paper, we consider that the BS provides multiple
available channels, and each UD can choose only one of the
channels provided by the BS to access. Multiple users may
access the same wireless channel, and there exists interfer-
ence among the UDs that access the same channel.

2.2.1 Offloading to Edge Server

When multiple UDs communicate with the BS on the same
channel, there is interference between these UDs. The Sig-
nal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) for UD ui is

�
ki
i ¼ pig

ki
i

$0 þ
P

ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di
plg

ki
l

: (1)

$0 is the background noise variance. pi is the transmission
power of ui, g

ki
i is the uplink channel gain between ui and

BS di on channel ki. The transmission rate for UD ui’s com-
munication with BS di via channel ki is

r
ki
i ¼ W

ki
i log 2ð1þ�

ki
i Þ; (2)

whereWki
i is the bandwidth onwireless channel ki. When the

number of UDs assigned to the same channel increases, the
transmission interference will increase, and the transmission
rate will decrease. In this paper, there is a constraint rmin for
the minimum transmission rate, as shown in Eq. (3). rmin is
specified by the BS provider [13]. If the transmission rate rkii is
smaller than rmin, the transmissionwill be terminated.

r
ki
i � rmin; ui 2 U: (3)

According to Eq. (2), the communication delay between
ui and di is

t̂i;di ¼
Bi

r
ki
i

: (4)

According to [16], the energy consumption of communica-
tion for UD ui is

êi;di ¼ pit̂i;di ¼ pi
Bi

r
ki
i

: (5)

2.2.2 Offloading to Cloud

When the edge servers’ resources are not enough, the tasks
of UDs can be offloaded to the cloud for processing. In this
way, the BS transmits the data to the remote cloud by a
high-speed fiber communication link. UD ui’s delay of
transmitting from the BS to the cloud is

t̂c ¼ Bi

r̂
; (6)

where r̂ is the transmission rate from the BS to the cloud.
Therefore, the total transmission delay of UD ui is

t̂i;c ¼ t̂i;di þ t̂c ¼ Bi

r
ki
i

þBi

r̂
: (7)

TABLE 1
Key Notations

Notations Definitions

ui the ith UD, i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ng
Bi the task size of ui

U the set of UDs
fi the ui’s computing capability (cycles/s)
gi the ui’s weight parameter of computation resource
sj the jth edge server, j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;mg
fsj the sj’s computing capability (cycles/s)
cj the number of channels on edge server sj
fdi the di’s computing capability (cycles/s)
fi;di the computing capability obtained by ui on di
�i the decision of offloading method for ui

ki the channel selection of ui

ai offloading decision for ui, ai ¼ ð�i; kiÞ
W

ki
i ki’s bandwidth on BS di

$0 background noise
g
ki
i the channel gain between ui and di on wireless

channel ki
%i the coefficient of energy consumption per CPU

cycle for UD ui
r
ki
i ui’s data rate on ki
r̂ data rate between BS and cloud
Ea�i

ðaiÞ the quality of experience value of offloading
decision ai

a the rate of change for QoE
b the reference value of QoE
Emax the maximum QoE
Emin the minimum QoE
Tmax the maximum delay
Tmin the minimum delay
ECmax the maximum energy consumption
ECmin the minimum energy consumption
f�aðaiÞ potential function
Mp

i threshold of wireless communication interference
Mg

i threshold of computation capability competition
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2.3 Computation Model

Similar to [17], it is considered that the cloud has sufficient
computing resources, and the computation delay on the
cloud is very small, and can be neglected. Let fi represent
the computing capability of UD ui. When UD ui chooses to
process the task locally (ai ¼ ð�i; kiÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ), the computa-
tion delay of ui’s task is

ti ¼ Xi

fi
: (8)

If UD ui offloads task to the edge server, then, ai ¼
ð�i; kiÞ ¼ ð1; kiÞ. Recall that di represents the BS that ui con-
nects to. Let fdi represent the computing capability of the
edge server di. The computing resources of the edge server
will be shared by all the tasks of the UDs offloading to di. In
this paper, the computing resource that di assigns to ui is,

fi;di ¼
giP

ul2U :�l¼�i\dl¼di
g l

fdi ; (9)

where gi is the weight parameter of UD ui [18].P
ul2U :�l¼�i\dl¼di

g l is the sum of the weight parameter of all

the UDs offloading task to di. To guarantee the quality of
service for each UD, there is a minimum threshold fmin as

shown in Eq. (10).

fi;di � fmin; ui 2 U: (10)

and the computing energy consumption [19] of UD ui can
be calculated as

ei ¼ %iXi; (11)

where %i is the energy consumption factor per CPU cycle for
UD ui.

The computation delay of UD ui is

ti;di ¼
Xi

fi;di
; (12)

2.4 QoE Model

Similar to the related works [16], [18], [19], [20] on task off-
loading, in this paper, we consider that each device gener-
ates a task, and focus on the offloading strategy of the tasks.
Thus, similar to the related works, the queueing delay is
ignored in this paper. We can obtain the total delay of each
UD ui 2 U as,

Ti ¼
ti; ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ
t̂i;di þ ti;di ; ai ¼ ð1; kiÞ
t̂i;di þ t̂c; ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ

8<
: : (13)

The total energy consumption of each UD ui 2 U is

ECi ¼ ei; ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ
êi;di ; ai 6¼ ð0; 0Þ

�
: (14)

Similar to [16], we consider both the latency and energy
consumption of each UD, and formulate the cost of each
UD as

Costi ¼ ttiTi þ teiECi; (15)

where tti and tei (with tti þ tei ¼ 1) represent the weighted
parameters of delay and energy consumption of UD ui,
respectively. Each UD ui can set its corresponding tti and tei
based on its own priority and preference. For example,
when UD ui is in a low-battery state and is more concerned
about energy consumption, it can set a larger tei . When UD
ui runs latency-sensitive applications, it can set a larger tti.

For each UD ui, there exists an upper bound Tmax of the
maximum delay and a lower bound Tmin of the minimum
delay. There is also an upper bound ECmax of the maximum
energy consumption and a lower bound ECmin of the
minimum energy consumption. The maximum delay can
be upper bounded by Tmax ¼ Xmax=f , where f ¼
minff1; f2; . . . ; fng is the minimum computing capability
and Xmax ¼ maxfX1; X2; . . . ; Xng is the maximum number
of CPU cycles for all UDs’ tasks. The lower bound of
minimum delay corresponds to the user completing
task through the edge server in an ideal case. In other
words, Tmin ¼ Bmin=rmax þXmin=fmax, where fmax ¼
maxffs1 ; fs2 ; . . . ; fsmg represents the maximum computing
capability for edge servers, Bmin ¼ minfBi; ui 2 Ug repre-
sents the minimum size of the task for all UDs, Xmin ¼
minfX1; X2; . . . ; Xng is the minimum number of CPU cycles
for all UDs’ tasks, rmax ¼ W log 2ð1þ pmaxgmax=$0Þ, pmax ¼
maxfp1; p2; . . . ; png represents the maximum transmission
power for all UDs and gmax ¼ maxfgkii ; ui 2 Ug represents
the maximum channel gain for all UDs and channels. Simi-
larly, ECmax ¼ %maxXmax and ECmin ¼ pminBmin=rmax,
where %max ¼ maxf%1; %2; . . . ; %ng is the maximum energy
consumption factor per CPU cycle for all UDs and pmin ¼
minfp1; p2; . . . ; png represents the minimum transmission
power for all UDs.

For each UD ui, we can obtain Costi � ttiTmax þ
teiECmax � ðtti þ tei ÞmaxfTmax; ECmaxg ¼ maxfTmax; ECmaxg,
and Costi � ttiTmin þ teiECmin � ðtti þ tei ÞminfTmin; ECming
¼ minfTmin; ECming. Therefore, there exists an upper bound
Costmax ¼ maxfTmax; ECmaxg of the maximum cost and a
lower bound Costmin ¼ minfTmin; ECming of the minimum
cost.

Generally speaking, the QoE is often negatively corre-
lated with the cost. When the cost increases, the QoE will
decrease. Referring to [21], [22], in this paper, the QoE of
each UD ui is defined as follows:

Ea�i
ðaiÞ ¼ Emin; ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ

�alog 2Costi þ b; ai 6¼ ð0; 0Þ
�

; (16)

where parameter a ¼ Emax�Emin
log 2ðCostmax=CostminÞ > 0 and parameter

b ¼ Emaxlog 2Costmax�Eminlog 2Costmin
log 2ðCostmax=CostminÞ > 0. Emax denotes the maxi-

mum value of the QoE which corresponds to Costmin, and

Emin denotes the minimum value of the QoE which corre-

sponds to Costmax. To be more specific, when the cost

approaches Costmin, the QoE approaches the maximum

value Emax. When the cost approaches Costmax, the QoE
approaches the minimum value Emin. In Ea�i

ðaiÞ, a�i ¼
ða1; :::; ai�1; aiþ1; :::anÞ represents the offloading decisions of

all the UDs excluding UD ui.
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2.5 Problem Formulation

The optimization goal for the task offloading problem is to
find the offloading strategy to maximize the sum of QoE of
all UDs subject to the resource constraints. The detailed
problem formulation is shown in Problem (17).

max
P

ui2U Ea�i
ðaiÞ

s:t: ð3Þ; ð10Þ:
(17)

Problem (17) is an NP-hard problem[18]. Solving this prob-
lem faces severe difficulties and challenges. First, there is a
competitive relationship between the UDs. All the UDs com-
pete for the limited resources. Each rational UD focuses on its
own benefit, and wants to obtain more resources to maximize
its ownQoE. Thus, it is hard for all the competingUDs to reach
a stable and equilibrium state. Second, as the number of UDs
increases, the scale of the solution space size increases exponen-
tially. Thus, centralized optimization approaches often suffer
from high complexity, and it is unrealistic to obtain the desired
offloading solutionswithin acceptable time.

3 TASK OFFLOADING GAME

We take advantage of game theory to solve the task offload-
ing problem (17) for end-edge-cloud. In the section, we for-
mulate the task offloading game model, and present the
theoretical analysis for the property of our offloading game.

3.1 Task Offloading Game Formulation

Here, we reformulate the task offloading problem as a Multi-
user Task Offloading Game (MUTO-Game) P ¼
ðU; fAigui2U ; fEigui2UÞ. U is the player collection. Each player
is the UD and makes the offloading decision ai 2
fð0; 0Þ S ð�i; kiÞg. Ai and Ei are the available offloading deci-
sion set and the benefit of UD ui, respectively. The benefit of
the UD ui is represented by its QoE according to Eq. (16).

In this paper, we consider that there is a network service
provider (or an agent) for each BS. The service provider
(agent) maintains the information of all the users connected to
the BS. Each user acquires the information (such as channel
information, interference information) from the service pro-
vider and sends back user’s desirable decision to the service
provider. All these players compete for the limited channels
and computing resources. Next, we define the offloading
solution to this game P by its Nash Equilibrium solution. The
detailed definition is given inDefinition 3 below.

Definition 3. (Nash Equilibrium) Given the MUTO-Game P ¼
ðU; fAigui2U ; fEigui2UÞ, if no UD can change its decision to
increase its QoE, the offloading strategy a� ¼ ða�1; a�2; . . . ; a�nÞ
can reach a Nash Equilibrium, i.e.

Ea��i
ðaiÞ � Ea��i

ða�i Þ; 8ui 2 U; 8ai 2 Ai: (18)

Then, we give Property 1 which demonstrates that the
optimal offloading solution to each UD is its best response
to other UDs.

Property 1. For the Nash Equilibrium offloading solution a� ¼
ða�1; a�2; . . . ; a�nÞ of the MUTO-Game P , UD ui’s optimal

offloading decision a�i 2 Ai is the best response to the offloading
decisions a��i of other (n� 1) UDs.

Proof. Together with Eqs. (1), (2), (9), (13), and (16), for each
UD ui, given the offloading decisions of other UDs
excluding ui, ui’s QoE depends on ai. Suppose a�i 2 Ai is
not the best response of UD ui, then, there must exist
another better decision ai 2 Ai such that ai can increases
its QoE and Ea��i

ðaiÞ > Ea��i
ða�i Þ. This contradicts with the

condition that Ea��i
ðaiÞ � Ea��i

ða�i Þ. Therefore, a�i 2 Ai

must be the best response of UD ui given other UDs’ off-
loading decisions. tu
Property 1 shows that if a Nash equilibrium offload-

ing solution exists, then the MUTO-Game allows each
individual UD to make its own offloading decision, and
all users’ decisions together form the overall offloading
strategy. In this way, the offloading decision for each
individual UD can be obtained in a distributed pattern,
reducing the time complexity and improving the
efficiency.

3.2 Analysis of Nash Equilibrium Offloading
Solution

In this part, we propose the detailed theorem to demon-
strate that an Nash Equilibrium solution exists in the
MUTO-Game. We propose Lemma 1 which proves that
for all the UDs, the transmission interference and the
degree of computing resources competition can be upper
bounded.

Lemma 1. For each UD ui, if it is allocated to channel ki, then in
the transmission process, ui’s transmission interferenceP

ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di
plg

kl
l can be upper bounded by

Mp
i ¼ ðpigkii Þ=ð2

rmin
W � 1Þ �$0: (19)

In addition, if UD ui decides to complete its task by the edge
server in BS di, then, ui’s degree of computing resource compe-
tition

P
ul2U :�l¼�i\dl¼di

gl can be upper bounded by

Mg
i ¼ gi

fmin
fdi : (20)

Proof. UD ui can transmit data through channel ki only if
condition (3) is satisfied. That is to say, r

ki
i � rmin.

Together with Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we obtain thatP
ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di

plg
kl
l � ðpigkii Þ=ð2

rmin
W � 1Þ �$0 ¼ Mp

i .

Similarly, the task of ui can only be executed on the edge

server in BS di only if condition (10) is satisfied, i.e., fi;di �
fmin. Together with Eq. (9), we obtain that

giP
ul2U :�l¼�i\dl¼di

gl
fdi � fmin. Thus,

P
ul2U :�l¼�i\dl¼di

g l �
gi

fmin
fdi ¼ Mg

i holds. tu
Then, we can prove that our MUTO-Game is a potential

game based on the lemma 1. Definition 4 gives a detailed
definition of potential games.

Definition 4. (Potential Game) If a potential function fðaÞ
exists and satisfies Eq. (21), the game is a potential game.
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Ea�i
ðaiÞ � Ea�i

ða0iÞ ) fa�i
ðaiÞ � fa�i

ða0iÞ; (21)

where ui 2 U and ai; a0i 2 Ai.

For a potential game, the potential function increases (or
decreases) with the increase (or decrease) of the utility func-
tion. Next, we give Theorem 1 to prove our MUTO-Game is
a potential game.

Theorem 1. The MUTO-Game is a potential game, and the
potential function is

f�aðaiÞ ¼
� 1

2

X
ui2U

Qi

X
ul 6¼ui

ðplgkil Ifkl¼kig þ g lIf�l¼�igÞIfdl¼di\ai¼ð1;kiÞg

�
X
ui2U

Qið
X
ul 6¼ui

plg
ki
l Ifkl¼kig þMiÞIfdl¼di\ai¼ð2;kiÞg

�
X
ui2U

QihMiIfai¼ð0;0Þg;

(22)

where h � 2, Qi ¼ pig
ki
i þ gi,Mi ¼ Mp

i þMg
i ¼ gi

fmin
fdiþ

ðpigkii Þ=ð2
rmin
W � 1Þ �$0.

Proof. For each UD ui, consider two different offloading
decisions ai and a0i. We suppose that Ea�i

ðaiÞ � Ea�i
ða0iÞ

and prove Theorem 1 from the following 6 cases. 1) ai ¼
ð1; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ; 2) ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð2; k0iÞ; 3)
ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ; 4) ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; kiÞ;
5) ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ; 6) ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ and
a0i ¼ ð2; k0iÞ. tu

Case 1. ai ¼ ð1; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ.
According to Eq. (16), we have CostðaiÞ � Costða0iÞ.

Together with Eqs. (1), (2), (4), and (12), we obtain that

X
ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di

plg
ki
l �

X
ul2U=fuig:kl¼k0

i
\dl¼di

plg
k0
i

l :

Thus,

fa�i
ðaiÞ � fa�i

ða0iÞ ¼

Qi

X
ul2U=fuig

ðplgk
0
i

l Ifkl¼k0
i
g � plg

ki
l Ifkl¼kigÞIfdl¼dig � 0:

Case 2. ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð2; k0iÞ.
According to Eqs. (13) and (16), Ea�i

ðaiÞ � Ea�i
ða0iÞ

implies rkii � r
k0
i

i . Thus, the proof of Case 2 is similar as that
of Case 1. We can obtain fðaiÞa�i

� fa�i
ða0iÞ.

Case 3. ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ.
In Lemma 1, we prove

P
ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di

plg
ki
l þP

ul2U=fuig:�l¼�i\dl¼di
gl � Mi. Therefore,

fa�i
ðaiÞ � fa�i

ða0iÞ ¼

Qi½
X

ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

ðplgk
0
i

l Ifkl¼k0
i
g þ glIf�l¼�0

i
gÞ

�Mi �
X

ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

plg
ki
l Ifkl¼kig� < 0:

Case 4. ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; kiÞ.
Similar to the Case 3, Because

X
ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di

plg
ki
l þ

X
ul2U=fuig:�l¼�i\dl¼di

g l � Mi:

Therefore,
P

ul2U=fuig:�l¼�i\dl¼di
g l � Mi. We obtain

fa�i
ðaiÞ � fa�i

ða0iÞ ¼

Qið
X

ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

glIf�l¼�0
i
g �MiÞ < 0:

Case 5. ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ.
h � 2 and

P
ul2U=fuig:kl¼ki\dl¼di

plg
ki
l þP

ul2U=fuig:�l¼�i\dl¼di
gl � Mi imply that

fa�i
ðaiÞ � fa�i

ða0iÞ ¼

Qi½
X

ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

ðplgk
0
i

l Ifkl¼k0
i
g þ g lIf�l¼�0

i
gÞ � hMi� < 0:

Case 6. ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ and a0i ¼ ð2; k0iÞ.
Similar to the Case 5, we obtain

fa�i
ðaiÞ � fa�i

ða0iÞ ¼

Qi½
X

ul2U=fuig:kl¼k0
i

plg
k0
i

l � ðh� 1ÞMi� < 0:

Until now, we have proved that Eq. (22) holds for all the
6 cases, which thus completes the whole proof.

4 GAME-BASED DECENTRALIZED TASK
OFFLOADING ALGORITHM

In the section, we propose the Game-based Decentralized
Task Offloading (GDTO) Approach to solve the original
problem for the end-edge-cloud system. The theoretical
analysis for the convergence of our GDTO approach and its
optimality analysis are also given.

4.1 Decentralized Task Offloading Approach Design

Theorem 1 proves that the MUTO-Game is a potential game.
Thus, the MUTO-Game has the Finite Improvement Prop-
erty (FIP) [23], and the Nash Equilibrium offloading strat-
egy can be obtained through the finite number of iterations.
Therefore, we design the GDTO algorithm, i.e., Algorithm
4.1, to find a Nash Equilibrium of the game. Each UD makes
the offloading decision in an iterative pattern. Each UD
searches for the optimal decisions in parallel and then
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competes for the update opportunities. Only the UD who
wins the update opportunity can update the decision. The
GDTO algorithm terminates when no UD wants to change
the decision furthermore.

Algorithm 1. Game-Based Decentralized Task Offload-
ing (GDTO) Algorithm

Input: S ¼ fs1; s2; . . . ; smg; U ¼ fu1; u2; . . . ; ung, and other
parameters

Output: all UDs’ decision
1: Initialization:
2: a=fa1; a2; . . . ; ang, mobile device ui’s decision ai ¼ ð�i; kiÞ ¼

ð0; 0Þ, where i ¼ 1 � n
3: End Initialization
4: repeat
5: for each UD ui 2 U do
6: Calculate the current rkii and fi;di
7: if fi;di < fmin then
8: update its decision with ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ
9: if r

ki
i < rmin then

10: update its decision with ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ
11: Calculate the current QoE
12: Calculate the current total QoE
13: for each UD ui 2 U do
14: for each channel ki 2 f1; . . . ; cdig do
15: Calculate

P
ui2U Ea�i

ða0iÞ when ui’s task is offloaded
to k0i channel and completed in edge server or cloud.

16: Find a decision that can achieve the highestP
ui2U Ea�i

ða0iÞ from all possible decisions
17: if

P
ui2U Ea�i

ða0iÞ >
P

ui2U Ea�i
ðaiÞ then

18: send a0i to contend for decision update opportunity
19: if ui gets a chance to get an update then
20: chance ui’s decision to a0i
21: until there is no need to update decisions for any user
22: return a

At the beginning, for the initial settings, no UD offloads
the task and each UD ui; 8ui 2 U starts with the offloading
decision ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ (Lines 1-3). Next, the GDTO approach
allows each UD to update the offloading decision by itera-
tion. Based on the FIP property, the GDTO approach is
guaranteed to converge and reach the Nash equilibrium,
where no single UD will change its decision any further.

In each iteration, the transmission rate r
ki
i and the allo-

cated computing resources fi;di for each UD ui are calcu-
lated. Then, the constraints of Eq. (3) and Eq. (10) are
checked and validated (Lines 5-10). After that, the each UD
ui’s current QoE and total QoE of all UDs is calculated.
Then, each UD ui searches for the best offloading decision
a0i (Lines 13-16). The UD ui’s decision to update is a0i and the
previous decision is ai. Then, the UD compares the new
decision with the previous decision. If

P
ui2U Ea�i

ða0iÞ >P
ui2U Ea�i

ðaiÞ, a0i will be sent to the new decision set of all
UDs to compete for update opportunities (Lines 17-18). In
some studies [13], [24], the competitive process is used to
determine the winner in an indeterminate manner (such as
by random method). In this paper, we consider the UD with
the largest change in QoE utility as the winner. After that, if
UD ui wins the update opportunity, ai will be updated to a0i.
Decisions of the UDs that do not win will not be updated in

the iteration (Lines 19-20). After the winner has updated the
decision, the QoE of all UDs that are affected by the winner
will be updated accordingly. Finally, when no UD changes
the offloading decision, the GDTO algorithm ends and the
Nash equilibrium offloading strategy is reached.

The decisions of all the UDs constitute the final offload-
ing strategy a, which is the solution of the GDTO problem
(Lines 21-22). Since each individual UD makes its own off-
loading decision, our GDTO algorithm is a decentralized
algorithm.

4.2 Convergence Analysis

After a finite number of iterations, the MUTO-Game will
finally reach a Nash Equilibrium offloading strategy
because of the FIP property. Next, we prove the upper
bound of the converge time measured by the number of iter-
ations, as in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. When Qi, Q
p
i and Mi are non-negative integers for

ui 2 U , there is an upper limit on the number of iterations,
which satisfies

R � 1

2
n2Q2

max=Qmin þ nQmaxðnQp
max þMmaxÞ=Qmin

þ nhQmaxMmax=Qmin;

where Qp
i , pig

ki
i , Qp

min , minðQp
i Þ, Qp

max , maxðQp
i Þ,

Qmax , maxðQiÞ, Qmin , minðQiÞ andMmax , maxðMiÞ.
Proof. According to Eq. (22), it holds

0 � fa�i
ðaiÞ

� � 1

2

X
ui2U

X
ul2U

QmaxQmaxIfai¼ð1;kÞg

�
X
ui2U

Qmaxð
X
ul2U

Qp
max þMmaxÞIfai¼ð2;kÞg

�
X
ui2U

hQmaxMmaxIfai¼ð0;0Þg

Thus, we have

0 � fa�i
ðaiÞ � � 1

2
n2Q2

max � nQmaxðnQp
max þMmaxÞ

� nhQmaxMmax: (23)

If ui updates its decision from ai to a0i, ui’s QoE
increases, EðaiÞ < Eða0iÞ. According to Definition 4, the
potential function f�aðaiÞmeets

fa�i
ða0iÞ � fa�i

ðaiÞ � 0 (24)

Then, we prove Theorem. 2 by analyzing the follow-
ing 6 cases. tu

Case 1. ai ¼ ð1; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ.
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According to Eq. (22), There is

fa�i
ða0iÞ � fa�i

ðaiÞ ¼
Qi

X
ul2U=fuig

ðQp
l Ifkl¼kig �Qp

l Ifkl¼k0
i
gÞIfdl¼dig > 0 (25)

Because Qp
i is a non-negative integer for ui 2 U , there

holds

X
ul2U=fuig

ðQp
l Ifkl¼kig �Qp

l Ifkl¼k0
i
gÞIfdl¼dig � 1:

Thus, according to Eq. (25), fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ þQi � f

ðaiÞ þQmin.

Case 2. ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð2; k0iÞ.
Similar to Case 1, Inequality (25) can be obtained. There-

fore, there exists fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ þQi � fðaiÞ þQmin.

Case 3. ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ.
There exists

fa�i
ða0iÞ � fa�i

ðaiÞ ¼ Qi½Mi þ
X

ul2U=fuig
ðQp

l Ifkl¼kig �Qp
l Ifkl¼k0

i
g

� g lIf�l¼�0
i
gÞIfdl¼dig� > 0:

Since Mi > 0, Qp
i > 0 and gi > 0 are integers for any

ui 2 U , there holds Mi þ
P

ul2U=fuigðQ
p
l Ifkl¼kig �

Qp
l Ifkl¼k0

i
g � glIf�l¼�0

i
gÞIfdl¼dig � 1. Thus, fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ þ

Qi � fðaiÞ þQmin.

Case 4. ai ¼ ð2; kiÞ and a0i ¼ ð1; kiÞ.
There exists

fa�i
ða0iÞ � fa�i

ðaiÞ ¼ QiðMi �
X

ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

g lIf�l¼�0
i
gÞ > 0:

Because Qi and Qp
i are non-negative integers, we can

obtain �i is non-negative integers. Therefore, Mi �P
ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

g lIf�l¼�0
i
g � 1. So fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ þQi

� fðaiÞ þQmin.

Case 5. ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ and a0i ¼ ð1; k0iÞ.
There exists

fa�i
ða0iÞ � fa�i

ðaiÞ
¼ Qi½hMi �

X
ul2U=fuig

ðQp
l Ifkl¼k0

i
g þ g lIf�l¼�0

i
gÞIdl¼di � > 0

BecauseMi and Qp
i are non-negative integers, there is

hMi �
X

ul2U=fuig:dl¼di

ðplgk
0
i

l Ifkl¼k0
i
g þ g lIf�l¼�0

i
gÞ � 1:

So fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ þQi � fðaiÞ þQmin.

Case 6. ai ¼ ð0; 0Þ and a0i ¼ ð2; k0iÞ.

fa�i
ða0iÞ � fa�i

ðaiÞ ¼
Qi½ðh� 1ÞMi �

P
ul2U=fuigQ

p
l Ifkl¼k0

i
\dl¼dig� > 0:

(26)
We can obtain ðh� 1ÞMi �

P
ul2U=fuig Q

p
l Ifkl¼k0

i
\dl¼dig � 1.

Thus, based on inequalities (26), fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ þQi � f

ðaiÞ þQmin.
Together with Case 1 to Case 6, we can get fða0iÞ �

fðaiÞ þQmin. Thus, fða0iÞ � fðaiÞ � Qmin. In other words,
the minimum increased value of the potential function
before and after each iteration is Qmin. Therefore, according
to inequalities (23), the following inequality always holds:

0� fa�i
ðaiÞ � 1

2
n2Q2

max þ nQmaxðnQp
max þMmaxÞ

þ nhQmaxMmax:

We can obtain

R � 1

2
n2Q2

max=Qmin þ nQmaxðnQp
max þMmaxÞ=Qmin

þ nhQmaxMmax=Qmin:

Therefore, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.

4.3 Complexity Analysis

As shown in Algorithm 4.1, in each iteration, each user con-
ducts the operations of calculating its own QoE (Lines 5-11)
and searching for its best strategy (Lines 13-16) in a distributed
way. For the part of calculating its own QoE, there are only
some basic mathematical operations, and the time complexity
for this part can be regarded asOð1Þ. For the part of searching
for its best strategy, the time complexity is OðcmaxÞ, where
cmax ¼ maxfc1; . . . ; cmg, i.e., themaximumnumber of channels
provided by the BSs. Therefore, the time complexity for each
iteration is Oð1Þ þ OðcmaxÞ ¼ OðcmaxÞ. Furthermore, Theorem
2 in the paper proves the upper bound of number of interac-
tions, i.e., R � 1

2n
2Q2

max=Qmin þ nQmaxðnQp
max þMmaxÞ=Qmin.

Therefore, the time complexity of GDTO algorithm is
Oðcmax 	 ð12n2Q2

max=Qmin þ nQmaxðnQp
max þMmaxÞ=QminÞÞ.

4.4 Analysis of Price of Anarchy

In general, our proposed multi-user offloading game may
admit more than one Nash Equilibrium. Moreover, these
Nash Equilibrium solutions might be different from the
globally optimal solution to Problem (17) before. To quan-
tify the gap between the Nash Equilibrium solution and the
globally optimal solution to Problem (17), we adopt the met-
ric of Price of Anarchy (PoA) [25]. In particular, PoA meas-
ures the ratio between the worst utility of offloading
strategies that achieve Nash Equilibrium and the utility of
the exactly optimal offloading strategy. We denote the set of
all Nash equilibrium strategies by N in our MUTO-Game.
a ¼ ða1; . . . ; anÞ denote the centralized optimal offloading
strategy. The PoA of the game in the overall QoE is

POAQoE ¼ mina�2N
P

ui2U Ea��i
ða�

i
ÞP

ui2U Ea�i
ðaiÞ

; (27)

and it can be analyzed by the following Theorem 3.
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Theorem 3. For the MUTO-Game, PoA calculated with Eq. (27)
satisfies:

Emin

�alog 2ðminfBmin
rmax

þ Xmin
fmax

; pminBmin
rmax

gÞ þ b
� POAQOE

� 1: (28)

Proof.
There is QOEða�Þ � QOEðaÞ for any offloading strat-

egy a� 2 N, i.e.,

P
ui2U Ea��i

ða�
i
ÞP

ui2U Ea�i
ðaiÞ

� 1 Therefore, POAQOE � 1.

For any user ui 2 U , there are the minimum QoE Emin

and the maximum QoE Emax. Thus, for any offloading
strategy a� 2 N, the total QoE satisfies

X
ui2U

Ea��i
ða�i Þ � nEmin

and the total QoE produced by the optimal offloading
strategy a satisfies

X
ui2U

Ea�i
ðaiÞ � nEmax

Therefore, combining the above inference with
Eq. (27), we can get

POAQOE � nEmin

nEmax
¼ Emin

Emax

According to (13), (14), (15) and (16), there is

Emin

Emax
¼ Emin

�alog 2ðminfBmin
rmax

þ Xmin
fmax

; pminBmin
rmax

gÞ þ b
:

Finally, we can prove (28) of Theorem 3. tu

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In the section, we conduct parameter analysis and compara-
tive experiments to validate the performance and the effec-
tiveness of our GDTO alogrithm.

5.1 Parameter Configuration

We consider that there are 10 service areas in the experiments.
Each service area has a BS with an edge server (jSj ¼ 10). The
UDs in each service area are randomly distributed. The param-
eter settings are shown in Table 2. For each BS, the background
noise $0 ¼ -100 dBm and wireless channel bandwidth W ¼ 5
MHz [13], [24]. For each UD ui 2 U , the task’s data size is ran-
domly set from 3 MB to 5 MB, the transmission power pi ¼
1000 mWatts and the computing capability is 0.5 GHz. The
transmission rate from BS to cloud is r̂ ¼ 1 Mbps. The CPU
cycles number to complete the task is Xi ¼ Biv, where v ¼
1000 cycles/bit according to [26], [27]. Similar to [28], the large-
scale path loss is 128.1+37.6log 10li dB, where li is the distance
between BS di andUD ui, randomly set from 500m to 1000m.

5.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate the convergence time of the GDTO approach
with different numbers of users and channels. We also con-
duct two groups of comparison experiments to validate the
GDTO’s performance.

5.2.1 Evaluation of Convergence Time

As the execution time of algorithms are greatly affected
by the hardware equipment, similar to existing works,
we use the number of iterations to represent the conver-
gence time.

Fig. 2 shows the number of iterations of the GDTO for
different number of UDs. The number of users is
increased from 100 to 1000. We can see from Fig. 2 that
the number of iterations increases continuously when
the number of UDs is from 100 to 600. When the number
of UDs is from 700 to 1000, the number of iterations does
not change too much. The phenomena is caused by the
competition mechanism of the GDTO algorithm. When
the number of users is from 100 to 600, there are suffi-
cient resources to serve the users. Therefore, there are
more possible decisions to select for the users, and the
iteration number increases. However, when the number
of users is from 700 to 1000, a large number of users can-
not be offloaded due to insufficient transmission
resources.

Fig. 3 shows the number of iterations with different num-
ber of channels. The number of UDs is 1000 and the number
of channels varies from 5 to 40. We can see from Fig. 3 that
the iteration number grows with the increase of channels
numbers. This is because more available channels for selec-
tion brings more candidate strategies for the users. Never-
theless, when the size of solution space increases
exponentially with the number of channels, the increase
speed of the iteration number of our GDTO algorithm is
lower than linear speed.

5.2.2 Evaluation of Energy Consumption

Table 3 lists the numerical results showing the average
energy consumption that users experience from the task
offloading and local task processing operations. The
number of UDs is set as 1000, and the number of chan-
nels provided by each BS varies from 5 to 40 with an
increment of 5. We can see from Table 3 that with the

TABLE 2
Experimental Settings (1)

Parameter Value

Distance from user 500 m�1000 m
to BS (li)
bandwidth of Channel (W ) 5 MHz
Data size of task 3 MB�5 MB
Transmission rate of 1 Mbps
base station (r̂)
Background noise -100 dBm
Processing density of task (v) 1000 cycles/bit
Large-scale path loss 128:1þ 37:6log 10li dB
Computing capability of user 0.5 GHz
Transmission power (pi) 1000 mWatts
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increase of number of channels, the average energy con-
sumption of local task processing decreases and the
average energy consumption for task offloading
increases. The reason is that when there are more avail-
able channels, there are more transmission resources pro-
vided for UDs to offload tasks. Then, the number of
tasks offloaded will increase, and the number of tasks
processed locally will decrease. Thus, the average energy
consumption for local computing decreases and the aver-
age energy consumption of task offloading increases.
Furthermore, we can also observe from Table 3 that the
average energy consumption sum decreases when the
number of channels increases. We can draw the conclu-
sion that providing more channel resources will benefit
more users in reducing their energy consumption.

5.2.3 Comparison Experiments

To further evaluate our GDTO algorithm, we compare it
with 5 other methods shown as below.

� Optimal: The optimal method models the problem as
an integer programming problem and uses the cen-
tralized approach to get a global optimal offloading
solution.

� Random: The method randomly assigns decisions to
each user to complete the task. When there are

enough bandwidth resources, the user randomly
selects a method (local computing or transmitting
the tasks to the BS). When the edge servers’ compu-
tation resources are sufficient, the user randomly
selects local computing, edge computing or cloud
computing. Otherwise, the user randomly selects
local computing or cloud computing.

� ICSOC 19: This heuristic method is extended from
[29] and adjusted accordingly to solve our offloading
problem. Specifically, each user selfishly and greed-
ily acquires the maximum resources to maximize its
QoE while meeting constraints.

� DGEA 20: This distributed game-based algorithm
DGEA 20 is extended from [30] to be applied to our
model. When the users compete for the update
opportunities, the winner is selected randomly.

� CCPM 19: This scheduling algorithm CCPM 19 is
extended from [31] and adjusted accordingly for
our model. The users are sorted according to their
channel conditions and qualities. And then, based
on the sorted user order, the users updates the
decision to achieve its own maximum QoE one by
one.

When the solution space size is large, the optimal
method suffers from high complexity and cannot obtain
the offloading strategy within a reasonable time. There-
fore, we set two groups of experiments, including the
small-scale experiments and the large-scale experiments
(Set # 1 and Set # 2), as shown in Table 4. For Set # 1,
we evaluate all the four methods, while for Set # 2, the
optimal method is omitted.

a. Small-scale Experiment
Fig. 4 shows the average QoE of the 6 algorithms with

different number of UDs. We can find that for all the 6
algorithms, the average QoE decreases with the increase
of number of UDs. There are two reasons. First, the com-
puting capability of the edge servers are fixed. Adding
UDs will gradually use up the resources of the edge
servers, thus the number of UDs who cannot offload
task will increase. Second, the channel resources are
fixed. Adding UDs will result in competition for the
channel resources. Therefore, the average QoE will
decrease. In addition, when the number of user is
smaller than 60, the average QoE of our GDTO algorithm
is the same as that of the Optimal algorithm. When the

Fig. 2. Number of iterations versus number of users.

Fig. 3. Number of iterations versus number of channels.

TABLE 3
Energy Consumption

Number of
channels
for each BS

Average energy
consumption of

local processing (J)

Average energy
consumption of
task offloading (J)

Average sum
energy

consumption
(J)

5 30.1 1.7 31.8
10 27.0 2.3 29.3
15 22.9 3.5 26.4
20 19.5 4.5 24.0
25 16.2 5.4 21.7
30 13.6 5.9 19.5
35 10.4 7.0 17.4
40 8.1 7.3 15.4
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number of user exceeds 60, the average QoE of our
GDTO algorithm is slightly smaller than the Optimal
and still larger than the other 4 algorithms.

Fig. 5 shows the total QoE with the 6 different algorithms
when the number of channels is from 1 to 6. We can see that
when the number of channels varies from 1 to 5, the total
QoEs of the 6 algorithms all increase when the number of
channels increases. The reason is that when the number of
channels increases, there are more transmission resources
and less competition among users, increasing each user’s
QoE. However, as the number of wireless channels
increases from 5 to 6, the QoEs of the algorithms do not
improve much. This is because when the number of wire-
less channels is further increased, the computing resources
of the edge servers become the bottleneck and are not suffi-
cient to serve the users. We also find that when number of
channels is smaller than 4, the GDTO’s QoE is second to
that of the Optimal algorithm and better than the other 4
algorithms. When the number of channels is larger than 4,
the QoE of our GDTO algorithm and the Optimal algorithm
is the same.

Fig. 6 shows the total QoEs of the 6 algorithms when the
edge server’s computing capability varies from 5 GHz to 14
GHz. The overall QoE of the GDTO, ICSOC 19, DGEA 20,
CCPM 19 and the optimal algorithms all increase when the
computing capability increases from 5 GHz to 14 GHz. As
more computing resources are available, the edge servers
can accommodate more tasks. Thus, the overall QoE will
increase. The overall QoE of our GDTO algorithm is slightly
smaller than that of the optimal algorithm, and larger than
the other 4 algorithms.

b. Large-scale Experiment
Figs. 7 and 8 show the average QoE and percentage of

task offloading of the 5 algorithms with different number of
UDs. The number of UDs is increased from 100 to 1000. We
can see from Fig. 7 that the QoEs of the 5 algorithms all
decrease when number of UDs increases. This is because
the transmission resources are limited, and the resources
allocated to each user will decrease when there are more
users competing for the resources, thus decreasing the aver-
age QoE. Nevertheless, the QoE of our GDTO algorithm is
still the largest among the 5 algorithms. In Fig. 8, with the
increase of number of UDs, the percentage of offloaded
tasks with GDTO, ICSOC 19, DGEA 20 and CCPM 19 algo-
rithms all decrease. That is because the number of UDs is
increasing, the resources gradually become insufficient.
Thus, the percentage of UDs who can offload tasks will
decrease. However, the percentage of task offloading with
our GDTO algorithm is still the largest among all the 5
algorithms.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the total QoE and percentage of
offloading task under the 5 algorithms. The number of
wireless channels is from 5 to 40. We can see that for the
5 algorithms, the QoE all increases with the increase of
number of channels. This is because when the number of
UDs is fixed, the increase in number of channels can
bring more transmission resources for users. Therefore,

TABLE 4
Experimental Settings (2)

n cdi fdi

Set # 1

Set # 1.1 10 � 100 1 5
Set # 1.2 50 1 � 6 5
Set # 1.3 50 1 5 � 14

Set # 2

Set # 2.1 100 � 1000 5 10

Set # 2.2 1000 5 � 40 10
Set # 2.3 1000 5 10 � 100

Fig. 4. Average QoE versus number of users (Set #1.1).

Fig. 5. Total QoE versus number of channels (Set #1.2).

Fig. 6. Total QoE versus computing capability (Set #1.3).
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users can increase the transmission rate and thus improve
the overall QoE. In addition, we can find that the overall
QoE of GDTO algorithm is always larger than that of
the other 4 algorithms. We also find from Fig. 10 that
the percentages of task offloading for the GDTO, ICSOC
19, DGEA 20 and CCPM 19 algorithms all rise when the
number of channels increases. Actually, more wireless
channel resources enable more users to transmit tasks,
thus improving the percentage of task offloading. Simi-
larly, we can see that the percentage of task offloading of
our GDTO algorithm is larger than the ICSOC 19, DGEA
20 and CCPM 19 algorithms. The percentage of offloading
task with the Random algorithm does not change much
due to its random offloading mechanism.

We adopt the metric of number of Offloading Beneficial
User (OBU) to further evaluate our proposed GDTO algo-
rithm in benefiting the users from offloading tasks. One
user is called an OBU user, if the user’s obtained QoE with
integrated offloading choice is better than its QoE with
solely local computing. Then, we say that this user benefits
from offloading, and call this user an OBU user.

Fig. 11 shows the number of OBU users with the 5 algo-
rithms under different number of channels. The number of
channels is from 5 to 40. We can observe that the numbers
of OBU users for the 5 algorithms all become larger with

the increase of number of channels. This is because when
there are more channels, there are more transmission
resources provided for the users to offload their tasks.
Then, more users can benefit from offloading tasks and the
number of OBU users will increase. We also observe that
the number of OBU users with our GDTO algorithm is
always the largest among the 5 algorithms, which demon-
strates the superiority of our GDTO algorithm in benefiting
the users. Besides, the number of the OBU users with the
Random algorithm is always the smallest among the 5
algorithm. This is because the Random algorithm does not
make effective use of the channel resources to make the
offloading decisions.

Fig. 12 shows the overall QoE when edge server’s com-
puting capability varies from 10 GHz to 100 GHz. We
observe that the overall QoE of the 5 algorithms increases as
the computing capability of the edge server increases, and
the QoE of our GDTO algorithm is the largest. We also
observe that when the computing capacity is further
increased (about 70 GHz in Fig. 12), the increase rate of QoE
gradually becomes slower. The increase trend of the curves
of all the algorithms’ QoE is gradually flattened. The reason
is that when the computing capability increases to a certain
level, the computing resources allocated to the UDs on the
edge servers are already sufficient. At this time, the main

Fig. 7. Average QoE versus number of users (Set #2.1).

Fig. 8. Percentage of offloading task versus number of users (Set #2.1).

Fig. 9. Total QoE versus number of channels (Set #2.2).

Fig. 10. Percentage of offloading task versus number of channels
(Set #2.2).
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factor affecting the increase of QoE is insufficient channel
resource.

6 RELATED WORK

The problem of caching optimization and task offloading in
edge computing is an important research topic, and widely
studied in academia. Xu et al. [32] studied the service cach-
ing problem in MEC networks. An integer linear program-
ming solution and a distributed game-theoretic approach
were proposed to minimize the social cost for all network
service providers. In [33], Lyu et al. proposed a distributed
online learning approach to optimize content placement and
delivery at each edge server to achieve optimal cache hit rate
and cost effectiveness. Wang et al. [34] regarded the content
caching strategy, tasks offloading decision and resource allo-
cation as an optimization problem. it was transformed into a
convex problem, and was solved by a multiplier-based alter-
nating directions approach. In [35], Fan et al. designed an
iterative algorithm based on Lyapunov optimization to min-
imize the total task processing latency. Duan et al. [36] trans-
formed and decomposed the task offloading optimization
problem into two subproblems and designed an online con-
trol scheme based on Long Short TermMemory and Dueling
Double DQN to reduce the computation cost of mobile devi-
ces and achieve load balancing.

In general, co-channel interference exists in the wireless
channel transmission in edge computing scenarios. Assign-
ing too many users to edge servers can lead to serious inter-
ference that can affect the user’s data rate. In [13], [24], Cui
et al. studied the mobile edge device allocation problem of
interference perception in edge computing and edge cloud
computing respectively. A distributed solution approach
was proposed. In [37], Chen et al. considered the computing
task offloading of multi-user in a two-layered end-edge sys-
tem and the tasks were either executed on the edge servers
or locally. It was considered that the resources of edge serv-
ers were sufficient and could satisfy all the users. Different
from their work, our work considers a three-layered end-
edge-cloud system, and the tasks can also be executed on
the cloud. Furthermore, we consider more realistic scenarios
that the edge servers’ computing resources are limited, and
users compete for the computing resources.

In addition, some studies have taken user’s quality of expe-
rience (QoE) as an optimization goal. In Lai et al. [21] solved
the user assignment problem in edge computing scenarios.
A distributed algorithm was proposed to optimize the
user’s QoE based on game theory. Zheng et al. [22] compre-
hensively considered the use of spectrum efficiency, user
fairness and service satisfaction to evaluate user’s quality of
experience, described the resource allocation problem as a
local cooperative game.

The computing capability of edge servers is limited com-
pared to that of cloud servers.Therefore, it can be consid-
ered to combine edge computing and cloud computing to
improve the entire system’s performance. Some works have
studied the computing offloading problem in the edge-
cloud systems. In [11], Fantacci et al. used queuing theory to
evaluate and optimize three-layer edge-cloud computing,
and proposed a allocation algorithm of computing resource
to maximize the optimization goal under the constraint of
satisfying a specific quality of service(QoS). In [12], Wang
et al. considered the heterogeneous system combining
mobile edge computing and cloud center, and presented an
approach to optimize time latency of the whole system by
coordinating task allocation, computing and transmission
resources together.

In the edge cloud scenario, users sometimes need to
compute their own tasks locally (end-edge-cloud comput-
ing). For example, when the connection is unstable or the
system resources are insufficient. There were also some
works to consider task offloading for end-edge-cloud com-
puting. Sun et al. [38] used a low-complexity hierarchical
heuristic method and an inequality method to determine
resource allocation under the joint constraints of cache
resources and edge server communication and computing
resources. Du et al. [39] proposed a low-complexity subop-
timal algorithm based on semidefinite relaxation, frac-
tional programming theory and Lagrange duality to solve
offloading decisions and resource allocation problems.
Ding et al. [18] studied the offloading optimization under
two different types of computing architectures, and pro-
posed game algorithms under two architectures based on
game theory.

Related works on caching and task offloading inMEC can
also be classified by the criteria of distributed approaches

Fig. 11. Number of OBU users versus number of channels (Set #2.2). Fig. 12. Total QoE versus computing capability (Set #2.3).
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and centralized approaches. Some existing works proposed
the task offloading approaches which could be implemented
in a distributed way. [40] studied the risk-aware data off-
loading problem in MEC. Each user aimed at maximizing
the perceived satisfaction. A non-cooperative game was for-
mulated to study this problem and a distributed algorithm
converging to the Nash Equilibrium was proposed. [41]
investigated the energy efficient task offloading in a collabo-
rative MEC and autonomous aerial system. The authors
adopted the Satisfaction Game and proposed a reinforce-
ment learning-enabled approach to increase Internet of
Thing user’s satisfaction with the energy cost considered.
[42] designed incentives for wireless body area network
(WBAN) users to curtain the task offloading amount to
achieve the green task offloading for 5G-enabled healthcare
systems. The Stackelberge game was adpoted and the opti-
mal solution was obtained by the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM)-based approach imple-
mented in a distributed manner. [43] proposed the resource
management scheme to minimize the MEC server’s energy
consumption without compromising WBAN users’ QoE. A
cooperative framework was proposed, and the Nash bar-
gaining theory was adopted to model the interaction. The
closed-formNash bargaining solutions were also derived. In
[44], Feng et al. studied the caching optimization problem in
edge networks. The cache control was described as a sto-
chastic difference game, and a distributed cache iterative
control algorithm was proposed to finally obtain an optimal
edge cache control policy.

Some other works adopted centralized approaches to
solve the task offloading problems. [10] considered the sce-
nario of edge computing and cloud computing collabora-
tion with the objective of minimizing the weighted-sum
latency of all mobile devices. A resource allocation strategy
based on convex optimization was proposed. [12] focused
on the task scheduling, resources allocation among devices,
multi-layer MEC servers and remote clouds. [45] modeled
the computation offloading problem by a Markov decision
process, and proposed a deep Q-network-based computa-
tion offloading algorithm. [15] jointly considered the com-
puting offloading and interference management in a MEC-
enabled network, and formulated the computing offloading,
physical resource and MEC computing resource allocation
as an optimization problem.

7 CONCLUSION

In the paper, we investigate the user task offloading problem in
a collaborative end-edge-cloud system. We formulate the off-
loading problem with the goal of maximizing users’ QoE while
satisfying the communication and computing resource con-
straints. Then, we reformulate the problem as the MUTO-Game
model, and define the optimal offloading strategy by the Nash
Equilibrium strategy.We propose the lemma that both the com-
munication interference and the degree of computing resource
competition can be upper bounded. Then, we prove that the
MUTO-Game is a potential game and there exists at least one
Nash Equilibrium offloading strategy. We propose the decen-
tralized GDTO approach which obtains the Nash Equilibrium
offloading strategy. Theoretical analysis for the upper bound of
convergence time and performance guarantee in the worst case

is given. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments, which vali-
date the performance of our GDTO approach.

One future direction is considering the service provider as
another typeof players in the game, and take advantage of Stack-
elberg Game to formulate the offloading problem with the goal
of social welfare maximization. Another important and interest-
ing future research direction is to adopt the non-orthognalmulti-
ple access (NOMA) technique that implements the successive
interference cancellation technique tomodel the interference.
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